
Narrator Rating. The Money Men: Capitalism, Democracy, and the Hundred Years' War over the American Dollar. Unabridged Audiobook. Play it Free. The Money Men is a riveting narrative, a revealing history of the men who fought over the lifeblood of American commerce and power. Genres: History -> World. Similar Titles. Money Men: Capitalism, Democracy, and the Hundred Years' War over the American Dollar. by H. W. Brands. has successfully been added to your shopping cart. Money Men: Capitalism Democracy and the Hundreds Year War over the American. by H.W. Brands. See Customer Reviews. The Money Men contains American history, Economic history and Banking history, linked together in the stories of Alexander Hamilton, JP Morgan, and the powerful bankers between them. Does is succeed in being a page-turner? Not really - it's best read in several sittings. Does it avoid partisanship? Depends on the wording While largely unbalanced, "Capitalism vs. Democracy" paints a biased view of the participants. "Capital driven democracy versus Economic populist democracy" could be less biased words. But all that said, the book certainly beats other alternatives. His books have spanned the gamut of American history, from the eighteenth century and a biography of Benjamin Franklin to the nineteenth century and a history of the California Gold Rush, and then on to the twentieth century and a discourse on the United States in the Middle East. In his most recent work, The Money Men: Capitalism, Democracy, and the Hundred Years' War over the American Dollar, Brands combines his skill sets of biography and history to render a flowing work about early American finance, a period covering roughly the beginning of the finance system under the stewardship of Alexander Hamilton to the 1907 financial panic and its aftermath. With Jackson's victory the lesson seemed clear when democracy and capitalism collided.